The self-righting keelboat version of the exciting and versatile RS Venture, with space for multiple sailors and a wide range of options to customise the boat for training, cruising, racing and para sailing.

**Self-righting, self-draining**

The RS Venture Connect uses the same hull as the centreboard models and incorporates a vertical lifting keel for self-righting capability and a self-draining cockpit with large aft stowage locker. The keel lifts simply so the boat can be easily transported ashore, slipway launched and kept afloat on a mooring.

**Cruise in safety and comfort**

The huge cockpit means the RS Venture can seat up to eight people and wide side decks with secure inner seats give a range of options to suit uncertain beginners, families and experienced sailors.

**It’s got you covered: Versatile options**

A full range of para sailing equipment options mean the boat can be configured to suit virtually all disabilities, added or removed as required. A huge advantage for many sailing centres to be able to reconfigure the boat to suit anyone. Options include single or twin seats, manual joystick, electronic joystick and sip/puff steering.

**Features include**

*Exceptionally stable with removable keel hoist post and winch for easy keel lifting and lowering. *Twin rudders for control in all conditions. *Non-slip grip surfaces throughout the cockpit. *Capacity for multiple crew with the mast well forward to give cockpit space. *Durable dacron mainsail and furling jib for training and cruising. *Trapeze pack option for training or young sailor fun.

Visit RSsailing.com for a full list of features.
Para Sailing Packs - Plug in and Play

All the Para Sailing options can be purchased as part of your RS Venture Connect purchase. Once installed, they can be even more readily removed and refitted depending on the next use of the boat. The full transformation of mode is not a two minute job, but it is practical between, for example, morning and afternoon sessions.